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SUMMARY
The object of the proposed work is to further understand Shonan Rotation Averaging
algorithm. Rotation averaging problem is to recover the absolute camera orientations given
a set of relative camera rotations. The difficulty in rotation averaging algorithm is the high
dimension and non-convexity caused by large amount of camera pose number and orthog-
onal constraints inside rotation matrix. Shonan Averaging algorithm applies the convex
relaxation to the original problem and use the duality theory to prove the approximation
will generate the global optimal solution. Additionally, Shonan Averaging is able to give
a global optimal certification while provides fast and accurate result. This thesis studies
Shonan Averaging from several dimensions: the different initialization method, several hy-
per parameters inside the algorithm and comparison with other optimization methods. At





1.1 Rotation Averaging Problems
For artificial intelligent products like autonomous driving cars, augmented reality devices,
unmanned aerial vehicles and human-like robots, perceiving the surroundings and localiz-
ing the position correctly by using Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and
Structure from Motion (SfM) [1] are extremely significant and are usually the first step
before the robot/device is able to interact with the world. Thus discovering more reliable
algorithm for solving rotation averaging problem in SLAM and SfM is of high importance.
Rotation Averaging is the problem of how to recover the absolute rotation matrices of
camera poses when given a set of their relative rotation measurements [2, 3]. As shown
in Figure 1.1, this example of rotation averaging problem, the grey lines in the left im-
age are the relative measurements, the orange dots are the ground truth position and the
red-green-blue axes denote the absolute camera orientations. We can use rotation aver-
aging algorithm to recover the ground truth camera rotations from randomly initialized
camera rotation given the measurements between these relative camera rotations. This
problem usually occurs in pose estimation process and bundle adjustment [4] process both
in SLAM and SfM. SLAM and SfM are techniques for 3D surrounding structure recov-
ering and trajectory tracking by using sensors like camera, while SLAM focuses more on
simultaneous localization where photos are received in sequence and SfM focuses more
on structure recovering where photos are usually received in random order. There are al-
ready several effective optimization libraries which are suitable for implementing Shonan
Averaging algorithm [5, 6, 7].
In this thesis, I studied the Shonan Rotation Averaging algorithm proposed by [8] to
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(a) random initialization (b) optimized estimation
Figure 1.1: Comparison between the random initialization and the optimized result by
Shonan Averaging algorithm on parking garage dataset with 1661 camera poses and 6275
relative camera measurements.
have a better understanding of how this algorithm works, what is the performance of this
algorithm on real-world and synthetic datasets and how to improve this algorithm in prac-
tical problem.
1.2 Difficulties in Rotation Averaging Problems
1.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation









Maximize the trace in Equation 2.1 is equal to maximize the projection of RiR̄ij on
RTj if we can visualize the latter as a coordinate with the three axes setting as the three
rotation vectors in it. I followed the form in [8] to present the rotation averaging in a
mathematical way. By transforming the maximum likelihood estimation of the rotation
2






where kij ≥ 0 are parameters for Langevin noise model [11, 12], R1, · · · , Rn ∈ SO(d)
are the orientations and R̄ij ∈ SO(d) are the relative measurements, which is supposed to
be R−1i Rj .
1.2.2 Extrinsic and Intrinsic error
There are two forms of representation for the error in the cost function, the extrinsic metric
that can show the error not in the manifold space and the intrinsic metric that can show the
geometrical distance on the manifold, for example, the angle error between two rotations.
Here we use the Frobenius matrix norm, also known as extrinsic metrics [13] as the
cost during optimization. The Frobenius matrix norm represents the distance through non-
manifold space. Since there is dimension lifting in Shonan Averaging algorithm, it is more
consistent to calculate the error between the estimation and measurements using extrinsic
metrics.
Another way is to calculate the Euler angle error of two rotation matrices as in Equa-
tion 1.3, which is the geodesic distance in the rotation manifold. This is also equal to









1.2.3 Hardness in optimization
The rotation averaging problem is hard to solve due to the inner orthogonal constraints
of the rotation matrix. The objective function in Equation 1.2 has non-convexity due to
the non-convexity on the manifold of rotation. When the camera number n increases, this
3
problem is at high dimension, which makes it harder to solve [8].
1.3 Existing Solutions for Rotation Averaging
To relax the non-convexity of rotation averaging problem, there are several typical methods.
1.3.1 Relaxed method
Instead of using rotations on special orthogonal group, the relaxed approach using quater-
nion [14] to make the objective function linear. But the solution in quaternion form might
not satisfy the unit constraint. The solution is needed to be rounded in order to satisfy this
constraint. The rounded solution can have relaxation gaps due to the rounding and thus it
is not a guaranteed optimal solution.
1.3.2 Duality constraint
Another method using Lagrangian duality principle is proposed by Eriksson [15]. By ap-
proximating the original problem with a dual problem which is a convex semidefinite pro-
gram, this algorithm then uses constant block diagonals for solving the semidefinite pro-
gram. If the noise is under considerable level, then the strong duality will always hold and
global optimal is guaranteed.
1.3.3 Shonan
Shonan Rotation Averaging algorithm [8] combines the advantage of the two methods. It
uses dimension lifting and duality theory to relax the non-convexity on the original rotation
manifold. By approximating the original problem with proven relaxed program, Shonan
Averaging can get a good first-order initial estimation on the rotation manifold. Then it
passes the first-order solution to a traditional optimizer like Levenberg Marquardt (LM)
[16] and searches for the second-order solution. With the good initial estimation provided
by solution of the dual problem, using traditional methods like LM can provide the local
4
minimum around this initial estimation. Shonan also provide a global optimal certification
for verification.
1.4 Datasets
To test the performance of Shonan Rotation Averaging, we utilized synthetic data and real-
world data to study the performance and computation efficiency of Shonan Averaging and
other exsisting nonlinear optimization methods mentioned above.
1.4.1 Watts-Strogatz Graph Model
The synthetic datasets are generated by utilizing the Watts-Strogatz graph model [17]. The
Watts-Strogatz model is often used in random graph problem generation. When given the
number of nodes n, the mean degree k of each node and a probability parameter p where




There are two steps in total to construct a Watta-Strogatz graph. 1) Construct a graph
with the nodes in a circular way, each node is connected the k neighbored nodes, k
2
on
each side. 2) For each node, rewire the right side edges with probability p by replacing
the original edge (i, j) where i < j ≤ i + k
2
with a uniformly random sampled edge (i, k)
where k 6= i and (i, k) does not duplicate with already existed edges.
We implemented this model by using the connected watts strogatz graph method in
Networkx (python) to ensure the graph is connected. As shown in Figure 1.2, there are
examples of four small-world graph generated by the Watts-Strogatz model. While keeping
the node and edge number 40 and 320, we increase the rewiring probability from 0.0 to
1.0. As the rewiring probability increases, which means the edges connected with its k
neighbors are more likely to rewire with other nodes, the graph becomes more connected
and we will show that the connectivity of the graph will have a impact on the difficulty of
solving the rotation averaging problem in the experimental part later.
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(a) n = 40, k = 16, p = 0.0 (b) n = 40, k = 16, p = 0.2
(c) n = 40, k = 16, p = 0.5 (d) n = 40, k = 16, p = 1.0




For the real-world datasets, we choose the Yahoo Flicker Creative Commons 100 Million
Datasets (YFCC100M) [18]. We used the Deep Front-Ends [19] to extract the relative
geometry between camera poses of the images selected in the YFCC100M datasets. We
selected datasets with camera pose number ranging from 10 to 2000, relative camera mea-
surement ranging from 50 to 100000. Most of the datasets are top scenic spots, e.g. the
Natural History Museum London, Notre Dame Rosary Window, etc. Figure 1.3 is the vi-
sualization for some of the YFCC datasets. The orientations are the absolute camera poses
in these datasets that are estimated by the [19] and the relative measurements (not shown
in Figure 1.3) are also provided by the [19].
(a) Natural History Museum of London (b) Example image of Natural History Museum of
London
Figure 1.3: Visualization of absolute camera poses for four YFCC datasets.
7
(c) London Bridge (d) Example image of London Bridge
(e) Lincoln Memorial (f) Example image of Lincoln Memorial
(g) Notre Dame Rosary Window (h) Example image of Notre Dame Rosary
Window
Figure 1.3: Visualization of absolute camera poses for four YFCC datasets.
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1.5 Overview
In chapter 2, I describe the optimization procedure of Shonan Averaging Algorithm in a
mathematical way, following the approach in [8]. Since we use GTSAM [7] as the base
optimization library, I will introduce the graph optimization theory and the connection
between graph and rotation averaging. In our experiments, I notice that the performance of
rotation averaging algorithm differs when given different initialization and I will elaborate
more on this point.
In the following Chapters, I study the performance of Shonan Averaging algorithm
along two dimensions: the type of initial estimation given to the algorithm and the hyper
parameters inside the algorithm. There is also statistics that visualize the timing result for
each part inside Shonan Averaging algorithm, which provided the insights about what can
be improved in the future to make Shonan faster.
In chapter 3, I demonstrate the performance of Shonan Averaging Algorithm by study-
ing how the initialization of estimation will influence the performance of Shonan Averag-
ing.
In chapter 4, I study how the hyper parameters will influence the accuracy and speed of
Shonan Averaging algorithm.
In chapter 5, I also compare the performance of Shonan Averaging algorithm with other
rotation averaging algorithms mentioned above. I compare Shonan Averaging algorithm
with other optimization algorithm mentioned above using different datasets.





Shonan Averaging Algorithm is able to recover a global optimal solution even with a bad
initial estimate while providing a certificate to check global optimal at the same time. In
this Chapter, I will explain the detail of Shonan Averaging algorithm. In sum, Shonan
Averaging algorithm use approximation to achieve Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) for
relaxing the non-convex problem and use duality theory to generate the certificate for guar-
antee the global optimal of the solution.
After we get the first order solution by the relaxed form of original problem, we use
GTSAM [7] as the base library as the optimizer to further optimize the solution. GTSAM
is a C++ library using graph optimization theory.
The complete Shonan Averaging algorithm was described in our paper published at [8]
which includes more detailed proof and referenced theorems. I do not reproduce the entire
algorithm here in its full detail. However, below I review some of the key calculations that
affect performance.
2.1 Convex relaxation
A more compact form of the rotation averaging problem is:
f ∗MLE = min
R∈SO(d)n
tr(L̄RTRᵀ) (2.1)
where L̄ is a (d × d)-block-structured matrix called the connection Laplacian [20] con-
structed by the measurements R̄ij , d usually equals to 2 or 3 depending on which dimension
the rotations are from.
According to the definition of rotation matrix [21], RTi Ri = I
d, Ri ∈ SO(d). We can
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replace the product with a Semi-Definite matrix Z, which is a (d×d)-block-structured ma-
trix constructed by Ind×nd to give convex relaxation to this optimization problem. There-
fore this problem is also guaranteed to have a global optimal solution. After proving
Z = R∗ᵀR∗T and Z = S∗ᵀS∗T (S ∈ Rp×nd, p  nd) have equally same solution, we
can rewrite the problem as:
f ∗SDPLR = min
S∈St(d,p)n
tr(L̄SᵀST ) (2.2)
2.2 Second order direction
Let S∗ be the first-order critical point of Equation 2.2, how can we find the second-order
critical point. We can construct a matrix called certificate matrix [22, 23], which is:
C , L̄− 1
2
(
L̄SᵀST + SᵀST L̄
)
, S ∈ St(d, p)n, St(d, p) ∈ Rp×d (2.3)
By computing the minimum eigenvalue of C, we can identify whether S∗ is a global
optimal solution. If λmin ≥ 0, then S∗ is a global minimizer of Equation 2.2. If λmin < 0,
we can lift up the dimension of S∗ by simply adding a row of zero at the end and find the
second-order descent direction Ṡ+.
Here we use the Stiefel manifold [24] to generate the certificate to check global optimal
and find the descent direction in the next higher level, but in practice, we still use SO(p)
form in optimizer. It is easy to change from SO(p) to St(d, p), we only need a projection
matrix P = {Id,0} ∈ Rd×p. The method of adding the second-order descent direction
information to the higher level p+ 1 is to round the solution of S∗ = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn, Si ∈
St(d, p)} toR∗ = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn, Ri ∈ SO(p+1)} using the second order direction [25]
information given by the minimum eigen vector.
Suppose Si is constructed by Ri(p) by adding a row of zero at the end, we use S∗
constructed by Si to compute equation (Equation 2.3), if λmin ≥ 0, it tells us the S∗ is the
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global solution of problem Equation 2.2, we can project Si onto Ri(p) by multiplying Si
with the projection matrix P .
If λmin < 0, we can use the eigen vector v = {v1, v2, . . . , vn, vi ∈ R1×d} belongs to the











Then we can get the initial estimation Ṙi
′






(p+ 1) = Ri(p+ 1) · Ṙi(p+ 1) (2.6)
We need to repeat this process until λmin ≥ 0, and then we can make sure we get the
global optimal solution of both the (Equation 2.2) and (Equation 2.1).
2.3 Exponential Mapping
To do the multiplication in the Equation 2.6, we need to fill the tangent vector with the
information provided by the eigen vector of minimum eigen value, then use the skew matrix
to transform the direction of the tangent vector into a SO(p + 1) form and use the Caylay
map [26] to realize Equation 2.6. For rotation in SO(p) form, the tangent vector ω =
{ω p(p−1)
2
, ω2, . . . , ω1} ∈ R
p(p−1)
2
×1; for rotation in SO(p+ 1) form, the tangent vector ω′ =
{ω p(p+1)
2












−1 . . .
ω p(p−1)
2
0 . . .
−ω p(p−1)
2
−1 . . . 0
. . . 0

∈ Rp×p









−1 . . .
ω p(p+1)
2
0 . . .
−ω p(p+1)
2
−1 . . . 0
. . . 0

∈ R(p+1)×(p+1)
We need to fill the first 3 elements of ω′ with the eigen vector for the information of the
increased dimension is always in the top of the tangent vector. Then we can get the exact
mapping from p(p+1)
2















THE INFLUENCE OF INITIALIZATION METHODS AND DATASETS
In this Chapter, I study the influence of initialization methods and datasets to Shonan Aver-
aging algorithm. For different datasets, the way the measurements are connected with the
node will have an impact on the difficulty of the rotation averaging problem that the dataset
forms. In section 3.1, graph connectivity is used as the standard to describe this property.
Except for the the dataset itself, the initialization given to the algorithm will influence the
performance of the algorithm. I discuss the influence of different initialization methods in
the following sections.
3.1 Graph Connectivity
As mentioned above, we use GTSAM as the base library of Shonan Averaging algorithm.
GTSAM is a C++ library using factor graph models proposed by [28]. A factor graph
is a bipartite graph composed with nodes and edges, where the nodes are the unknown
variables we want to estimate and the edges are the factors representing the connection and
constraints between the nodes derived from our measurement. The rotation averaging prob-
lem can be transformed into a factor graph problem. In the graph of a rotation averaging
problem, the factors are the relative rotations between all camera poses and the variables
are the absolute camera rotations we want to get solved.
In [13] and [29], the problem of what kind of rotation averaging problem should be
recognized as hard is proposed, leading research to the structure of the graph, the density,
connectivity and clustered, etc. I have elaborate some on the Watts-Strogatz graph model in
subsection 1.4.1. In this model, we can control the connectivity of the graph by changing
the rewiring probability of the graph. The lower the rewiring probability p is, the less
connected the graph is; the higher the rewiring probability p is, the more connected the
14
graph is.
As shown in Table 3.1 (all timing results are generated by the machine in Appendix A), I
generated several datasets of varying size and rewiring probability using the Watts-Strogatz
graph model and give Shonan Averaging randomly generated initialization. The camera
poses are generated in a circular way, with the angles between two consecutive nodes equal
and the edges are generated by the Watts-Strogatz graph model. There are three sizes of
datasets, with camera poses ranging from 40 to 500. As the rewiring probability increases,
the graph connectivity [30] also increases. Shonan Averaging algorithm will generate the
solution with cost very close to zero. There is a time gap between the probability 0.0 and
0.2, as the graph connectivity increases, the time taken for solving the problem decreases
because the problem now become more convex for the solver.
In Figure 3.1, the relation between the graph connectivity can be shown more clear. The
color represents different camera sizes, the y-axis is the time taken for Shonan Averaging
algorithm to solve the problem and the x-axis is the graph connectivity of the dataset. For
datasets with the same camera pose numbers, increase the rewiring probability will make
the graph more connected and make the problem easier to solve. This reduction in time
becomes more obvious as the camera pose number increases. When the graph is already
densely connected, increase the rewiring probability will mot have much improvement and
the reduction in time becomes minor.
3.2 Initialization Methods for Rotation Averaging
In the following parts, I study the influence of three initialization methods: random, chordal
and minimum spanning tree initialization. I experiment Shonan Averaging algorithm with
different initial estimations and test both the accuracy and speed performance.
15
Table 3.1: Performance of Shonan Averaging algorith on Watts-Strogatz graph model
datasets with different graph connectivity.
n,m probability init graph connectivity cost total time (s)
n=40 m=320 p=0.0 random 4.607 0.000 0.107
n=40 m=320 p=0.2 random 6.401 0.000 0.040
n=40 m=320 p=0.5 random 9.589 0.000 0.048
n=40 m=320 p=1.0 random 9.951 0.000 0.045
n=100 m=2000 p=0.0 random 10.428 0.000 0.756
n=100 m=2000 p=0.2 random 18.407 0.000 0.271
n=100 m=2000 p=0.5 random 26.590 0.000 0.280
n=100 m=2000 p=1.0 random 28.564 0.000 0.274
n=500 m=50000 p=0.0 random 49.328 0.000 30.295
n=500 m=50000 p=0.2 random 94.601 0.000 11.955
n=500 m=50000 p=0.5 random 149.677 0.000 11.232
n=500 m=50000 p=1.0 random 166.001 0.000 11.576
Figure 3.1: Relation between the graph connectivity and computation time of Shonan Av-
eraging algorithm with random initialization.
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3.2.1 Random Initialization
Random initialization is generated by setting all camera poses initialized with totally ran-
dom orientations. This initial estimation does not contain any prior knowledge about what
the absolute camera orientations might be. Thus this initialization has the largest initial
error. Due to the randomness, it can distinguish the performance of different methods to
the greatest extent.
3.2.2 Chordal Initialization
Chordal initialization [31] is another initialization method extracting the sub-graph of the
original graph by modeling the prior factors in the graph. An anchor node is the node in
the graph with highest degree and a prior factor connected with this node will be added to
the graph. The sub-graph is extracted from the graph with prior factor added to the anchor
node. The measurements will be regularized and added to a relaxed graph. The chordal
initialization comes from the normalized results of the solution of the relaxed factor graph.
3.2.3 MST Initialization
Minimum spanning tree (MST) initialization is generated by using algorithm for finding
the minimum spanning tree of the graph. After recover the initial estimation from the min-
imum spanning tree, noise is added to the recovered estimation for emulating the possible
estimation the SfM pipeline can provide. In the experiment, we tested the datasets gener-
ated by Watts-Strogatz graph model and YFCC datasets. The noises in the measurements
are equally distributed thus the graph is not weighted. In real worlds application, the noise
level in the measurements should vary from each other and the graph will be weighted.
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Table 3.2: Performance of different initialization on synthetic datasets generated by Watts-
Strogatz graph model.
n,m init graph connectivity cost init (s) run (s) total time (s)
n=40 m=320 random 4.607 0.000 0.031 0.127 0.157
chordal 4.607 0.000 0.004 0.013 0.017
mst 4.607 0.000 0.006 0.013 0.019
n=40 m=320 random 6.401 0.000 0.002 0.050 0.052
chordal 6.401 0.000 0.004 0.016 0.020
mst 6.401 0.000 0.005 0.015 0.021
n=40 m=320 random 9.589 0.000 0.001 0.046 0.047
chordal 9.589 0.000 0.004 0.013 0.018
mst 9.589 0.000 0.005 0.012 0.018
n=40 m=320 random 9.951 0.000 0.002 0.051 0.053
chordal 9.951 0.000 0.004 0.013 0.017
mst 9.951 0.000 0.005 0.013 0.018
n=100 m=2000 random 10.428 0.000 0.003 0.295 0.298
chordal 10.428 0.000 0.052 0.124 0.175
mst 10.428 0.000 0.062 0.165 0.227
n=100 m=2000 random 18.407 0.000 0.005 0.240 0.245
chordal 18.407 0.000 0.093 0.111 0.203
mst 18.407 0.000 0.061 0.107 0.168
n=100 m=2000 random 26.590 0.000 0.005 0.251 0.256
chordal 26.590 0.000 0.085 0.104 0.189
mst 26.590 0.000 0.062 0.104 0.166
n=100 m=2000 random 28.564 0.000 0.005 0.371 0.376
chordal 28.564 0.000 0.084 0.115 0.199
mst 28.564 0.000 0.071 0.127 0.198
n=500 m=50000 random 49.328 0.000 0.012 27.704 27.716
chordal 49.328 0.000 2.069 3.891 5.960
mst 49.328 0.000 1.019 4.023 5.042
n=500 m=50000 random 94.601 0.000 0.014 11.405 11.419
chordal 94.601 0.000 2.642 3.926 6.568
mst 94.601 0.000 0.862 3.736 4.599
n=500 m=50000 random 149.677 0.000 0.013 10.122 10.135
chordal 149.677 0.000 2.726 3.649 6.375
mst 149.677 0.000 0.851 3.707 4.558
n=500 m=50000 random 166.001 0.000 0.012 12.564 12.577
chordal 166.001 0.000 2.271 3.454 5.725
mst 166.001 0.000 0.870 3.656 4.526
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Table 3.3: Performance of different initializations on real world datasets provided by YFCC
datasets.
n,m init graph connectivity cost init (s) run (s) total time (s)
n=30 m=274 random 3.942 0.000 0.002 0.041 0.043
natural history chordal 3.942 0.000 0.004 0.014 0.018
museum london mst 3.942 0.000 0.005 0.013 0.018
n=88 m=1500 random 1.973 0.000 0.003 0.230 0.233
london bridge chordal 1.973 0.000 0.019 0.130 0.149
mst 1.973 0.000 0.048 0.097 0.145
n=127 m=3516 random 1.990 0.000 0.003 0.663 0.666
lincoln memorial chordal 1.990 0.000 0.048 0.183 0.231
mst 1.990 0.000 0.116 0.210 0.326
n=173 m=11688 random 3.990 0.000 0.004 1.861 1.865
st peters chordal 3.990 0.000 0.183 0.721 0.904
basilica interior mst 3.990 0.000 0.222 0.799 1.021
n=265 m=53242 random 1.998 0.000 0.009 8.580 8.589
pike place market chordal 1.998 0.000 1.128 3.569 4.697
mst 1.998 0.000 0.941 3.518 4.460
n=326 m=93104 random 3.997 0.000 0.009 16.235 16.244
notre dame chordal 3.997 0.000 1.991 6.079 8.070
rosary window mst 3.997 0.000 1.440 4.901 6.342
Figure 3.2: Speed performance using different initialization, random, chordal and MST on
Shonan Averaging algorithm on Watts-Strogatz datasets.
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Figure 3.3: Cost change by time using different initialization, random, chordal and MST
on Shonan Averaging algorithm on YFCC datasets, British Museum with 344 variables and
45450 measurements.
3.3 Influence of initialization in Watts-Strogatz graph modeled datasets and YFCC
datasets
As shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, using random or chordal or MST initialization will
generate solutions with same cost, which further proves the global optimal of solutions
returned by Shonan Averaging algorithm. n is the number of camera poses,m is the number
of relative camera pose measurements, p is the rewiring probability for the Watts-Strogatz
graph problem, cost is the Frobenius error of the solution, init(s) is time taken for generating
the initialization, run(s) is time taken for solving the problem with given initialization,
total(s) is the sum of initialization time and run time.
Using different initialization will generate same solution because they are all near the
global minimum point. The difference in the three initialization methods is the speed. In
general, using MST initialization can speed up the optimization process a lot by 2 to 6
times observed in the experiments.
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Generating the MST initialization will take longer time than the random initialization.
But the time for generating the initial estimation is minor compared with the optimization
process. The MST initial estimation can provide a much better starting point for the inner
LM optimizer. Thus the optimization process can speed up.
3.3.1 Speed difference between random, chordal and MST initialization
The difference of speed performance for different initialization is more clear as illustrated
by Figure 3.2. I select 5 typical Watts-Strogatz graph modeled datasets with the rewiring
probability setting to p = 0.2. As the size of the datasets grows, the difference in speed
performance enlarges between random and chordal or MST initialization. In general, ran-
dom initialization takes the longest time to compute. Chordal and MST initialization has
faster speed while MST performs slight better than chordal initialization.
3.3.2 Accuracy difference between random, chordal and MST initialization
Figure 3.3 is a detailed visualization of the cost change during optimization for random,
chordal and MST initialization, the y-axis is the Frobenius error and x-axis is the time in
seconds. The y-axis is in log scale. Therefore the ultimate error is extremely close to each
other. The ultimate error for random initialization is 400n, chordal initialization is 385n
and MST initialization is 395n. Even with multiple times of testing, the ultimate error for
three initialization always fluctuating round 390n. This further proves the global minimum
is guaranteed by Shonan.
In a real application, e.g. structure from motion problem, this pre-filtering method for
providing a MST or chordal initial estimation is practical because even take the extra time
for generating the more complicated initial estimation the total time for solving the rotation
averaging problem is much less. By using algorithm for finding minimum spanning tree of
graph, the optimization process for rotation or translation can be accelerated.
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Figure 3.4: Detailed timing results of SA on Watts-Strogatz datasets
3.4 Detailed Timing results
As described in chapter 2, there are two loops inside Shonan Averaging algorithm. The first
loop is for finding the first order solution by solving the Equation 2.2 on Stiefel manifold.
Due to the Semi-Definite relaxation, there is no orthogonal constraints, making it possible
for finding the first order solution in a fast and elegant way. The first order solution also
provides insights into which direction to find the second order solution by computing the
eigen vector of Equation 2.3 as the direction. After mapping the eigen vector on the rotation
manifold and perturb the first order solution with this second order direction, this processed
initial estimation is passed to traditional nonlinear optimizer (we use LM optimizer in our
implementation), which will be the second loop in our algorithm.
In the Figure 3.4, I analysis the speed performance of Shonan Averaging algorithm with
details. The test datasets are generated by the Watts-Strogatz model and initial estimation
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is generated by the minimum spanning tree in the graph. The compute eigen pair time is
used by the first loop for generating the eigen value for global optimal certification and
eigen vector for direction of second order solution. The inner optimizer (LM) time is for
the second loop, using the LM optimizer to find the minimum in second order.
When the size of the datasets are small, (n ≤ 500), most of the time is spent on com-
puting the second order solution. Only less than 10% of the time is cost by the first loop,
computing the eigen pair. Most of the time is spent on the inner optimizer. While the
number of camera poses grows, the percent of time taken by first order solution computa-
tion increased to about 30% but still less than the time spent on the inner optimizer. The
increase percentage of eigen pair computation is related to the big matrix composed during
the optimization process. To be more specific, the L̄ and Sᵀ, in Equation 2.3. As the num-
ber of camera poses n increases, the computation performed on these np × np dimension
matrix will grow in O(n2) both in space and runtime.
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CHAPTER 4
THE INFLUENCE OF HYPER-PARAMETERS
In this chapter, I study how the parameters in Shonan Averaging algorithm. There are
two parameters, the optimal threshold for the eigen value (which is also the certification
for checking global optimal) and the absolute and relative error threshold inside the LM
optimizer.
4.1 Eigen value threshold
As observed in my experiment, Shonan Averaging algorithm usually find the global optimal
solution at level 5 (lift up the rotation to SO(5). Given the same random initialization, I
tried different eigen value thresholds from −1e−3 to −1e−7, the ultimate Frobenius errors
of the solutions returned are the same even after ten digits of the decimal point in Figure 4.1.
The y-axis is the Frobenius error and the x-axis is the iteration times. This means during the
optimization process, the eigen value certification from the first order solution will return a
value less than−1e−8. Thus changing the eigen value threshold will not influence whether
there will be another round of dimension lifting.
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(a) natural history museum london, n = 30, m = 274
(b) london bridge, n = 88, m = 1500
Figure 4.1: Performance of SA with eigen value threshold from -1e-3 to -1e-7 on YFCC
datasets.
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(c) lincoln memorial, n =127, m = 3516
(d) notre dame rosary window, n= 326, m = 93104
Figure 4.1: Performance of SA with eigen value threshold from -1e-3 to -1e-7 on YFCC
datasets.
4.2 Absolute and relative error threshold inside LM optimizer
The parameters that will influence the accuracy of Shonan Averaging algorithm is the ab-
solute error threshold and relative error threshold. The closer the thresholds are to zero the
more accurate the solution will be. In the LM optimizer, these two thresholds are for com-
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paring the solutions between two inner iterations inside LM optimizer. If the absolute error
and relative error do not exceed the thresholds, then LM optimizer identify the solution
as the minimum solution it can find. Thus the closer the thresholds are to zero, the more
accurate solution it can find due to more iterations.
In the experiment shown in Figure 4.2, the y-axis is the Frobenius error and the x-axis is
the iteration times, I tested different absolute and relative error threshold, the absolute error
threshold is always equal to relative threshold for convenience. When the error thresholds
become closer to zero, the deeper (closer to zero) the Frobenius error of the solution is. But
the more iterations does not cost too much of extra time. Thus to generate a more accurate
result can be achieved by tuning the error thresholds inside the LM optimizer.
(a) natural history museum london, n = 30, m = 274
Figure 4.2: Performance of SA with absolute error and relative error threshold from -1e-3
to -1e-7 on YFCC datasets.
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(b) london bridge, n = 88, m = 1500
(c) lincoln memorial, n =127, m = 3516
Figure 4.2: Performance of SA with absolute error and relative error threshold from -1e-3
to -1e-7 on YFCC datasets.
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(d) notre dame rosary window, n= 326, m = 93104
Figure 4.2: Performance of SA with absolute error and relative error threshold from -1e-3
to -1e-7 on YFCC datasets.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART
I evaluate the performance of Shonan Averaging by comparing with other optimization
methods, Levenberg Marquardt and rotation averaging algorithm in Eriksson’s paper [15]
(block coordinate descent method) on several structure from motion datasets and Watts-
Strogatz graph problems.
In the last section of the experiments, I compared the performance of Shonan Averag-
ing (SA), Block coordinate Descent (BD) and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) given the same
initialization generated randomly. The results on different size of the datasets show Shonan
Averaging always converges the fastest and is guaranteed to recover the solution with the
minimum cost. Despite all parameters and possible improvements studied by previous part,
Shonan Averaging algorithm is still the fastest algorithm comparing with the LM and BD
method. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the accuracy and speed performance of SA, BD
and LM during optimization.
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5.1 Random initialization on LM, BD and SA
(a) natural history museum london, n = 30, m = 274
(b) london bridge, n = 88, m = 1500
Figure 5.1: Performance of LM, BD, SA on YFCC datasets with random initialization.
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(c) lincoln memorial, n =127, m = 3516
(d) notre dame rosary window, n= 326, m = 93104
Figure 5.1: Performance of LM, BD, SA on YFCC datasets with random initialization.
Figure 5.1 shows the performance of SA, BD and LM given random initialization, the y-
axis is the Frobenius error and the x-axis is the time in seconds. The size (number of camera
poses) of the four datasets tested ranges from 30 to 326. With totally random initialized
orientations, both methods start with a large Frobenius error, from 10K to 100M . During
optimization, the Frobenius error of LM method decrease extremely slow. For small dataset
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with camera pose number less than 100, it converges earlier than SA and BD but the error
is unsurprisingly large; for large dataset with camera pose greater than 100, LM gives more
iteration but still converges at a high error level except for one dataset. Since when the
camera pose number increase, the accumulated error also increase, the accumulated error
is not within the given error threshold (absolute error threshold) and the iteration inside
LM continues until it satisfy the circumstance. Without the global optimal guarantee, LM
stuck at a local minimum and continue to iterating from the local mimimum point. Though
it costs more time or iteration, the solution found by LM is far away from the optimal. BD
performs better than LM but not as good as SA. It gives better accuracy performance than
LM but did not reach the level of SA possibly due to the rounding process in BD algorithm.
The time spent by BD is much longer.
5.2 MST initialization on LM, BD and SA
Figure 5.2 shows the performance of SA, BD and LM given mst initialization, the y-axis
is the Frobenius error and the x-axis is the time in seconds. SA and BD perform similar
with mst initialization and random initialization. But we can see more clearly here that
SA outperforms BD both in speed and accuracy on small datasets and large datasets. LM
only has one iteration given mst initial estimation. For the mst initial estimation is already
close to the ground truth, LM does not have the procedure for dealing with it because it
only use the error as the forecast that the solution is a minimum point or not. Given the mst
initialization, SA still beats BD and LM both in speed and accuracy.
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(a) natural history museum london, n = 30, m = 274
(b) london bridge, n = 88, m = 1500
Figure 5.2: Performance of LM, BD, SA on YFCC datasets with mst initialization.
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(c) lincoln memorial, n =127, m = 3516
(d) notre dame rosary window, n= 326, m = 93104





In this dissertation, I have shown that Shonan Averaging algorithm provides a more ac-
curate and faster way to give solution to rotation averaging algorithm while guarantee the
solution to be global optimal instead of local optimal. This is of high importance in real
world application like SfM or SLAM system especially for SfM system. In SfM system,
the absolute camera poses are not provided. While in SLAM system, the absolute camera
poses are computed incrementally and recover the absolute camera poses can be much eas-
ier. Thus an algorithm like Shonan Averaging can improve the accuracy of pose estimation
and even the efficiency of the whole pipeline by providing a much more accurate and faster
rotation estimation as long as the measurements are in low noise level.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Inner optimization improvement
Though Shonan Averaging algorithm provides a fast and accurate way for solving rotation
averaging algorithm. In the experiments, the timing performance of Shonan Averaging
shows more space for improvement [32, 33]. Based on GTSAM, the process for computing
the eigen pair can be factorized further and thus save the space and runtime for computing
the eigen pair for certification. The process for computing the second order solution, which
is the optimization process inside the LM optimizer, has more space to improve. Consider-
ing we only aim to solve the rotation averaging problem but we build a graph and use the
optimizer inside the nonlinear factor graph to solve the second order solution, we can def-
initely improve the efficiency if only using nonlinear optimizer. In real world application,
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the relative rotation information provided by visual odometry is usually not the only type
of constraints, there are different kinds of sensors providing different kinds of constraints.
But the graph we build can be used to handle other forms of constraint provided by sensors
like Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), the general performance can be more efficient if
considering other type of measurements during optimization.
6.2.2 Accuracy performance improvement
We discuss in the chapter 3 that MST initialization can speed up the computation a lot
comparing with random initialization. The datasets we test distribute the noise equally on
the measurements while it is not the case in real world. In the future, constructing the
weighted graph by taking the noise level into consideration is worth experimenting. With
more structured initialization, Shonan Averaging might provide faster speed even though






All experiments are tested by a computer with Intel Core i7-8550U @ 1.80GHz x 8 proces-




Some of the graphs that show the Frobenius error change with time are generated by using
https://www.comet.ml/, a Python package that provides a self-hosted and cloud-based meta
machine learning platform allowing data scientists and teams to track, compare, explain and
optimize experiments and models. This tool is extremely helpful when testing algorithm
with many hyper parameters.
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